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History Hub is...

a crowdsourcing platform for people interested in 
researching history and genealogy









History Hub is...
★ A platform where people can get answers from 

multiple sources

★ ...and a community of citizen experts

★ A knowledge base that scales and improves in 

quality over time



It is also the result of ongoing research into how 

organizations communicate with and serve 

their audiences



History Hub is 
based on trends in 
consumer 
research and  
powered by the 
same platform as 
the Apple Support 
Community



The problem 
(user perspective)



< Relatable real world example >

My laptop started 
making a disturbing 
noise



Help me, Google!



“Why is my laptop making 
a weird beeping noise?”

Research question



Yes, just like that!



Researcher 

Common problem



Within minutes: answer from citizen expert (who does not work for Apple)

This was the answer to my 
problem!

Also helpful, but didn’t 
show up in my original 
search



Success!
★ I asked a specific research question
★ I got an answer within minutes

★ People who are knowledgeable 
(“citizen experts”) helped on the original 
problem

★ The answer is available to anyone who 
Googles a similar research question



User expectations

✓ Ask a specific question 

✓ Get help immediately, often from “citizen 
experts”

✓ Ask follow-up questions

✓ Search and find an answer easily



History Hub in Action

Google 
Featured Snippet!



Actual top results 
from Google, 
finding similar 
information using 
different search 
terms



Top Google results 
from a variety of 
topics using 
real-world 
search terms



What problems can History Hub solve?



NARA answers questions on a 1 to 1 basis 

(email, phone, consult)

★ Over 38,000 research questions came through NARA’s website 

in the last year, and over 192,000 written research requests in 

all.



NARA answers similar questions again and 

again and again and again and again and 

again and again and again and again and 

again and again and again...



National 
Archives  
Expert

Research 
Question

Navy Deck Logs 
at NARA
(very popular 
records)



NARA can’t always provide a complete 

answer to the questions because the 

answer may be in records held 

elsewhere



Database of  
the National 
Park Service

National 
Archives  
Expert

Research 
Question



National 
Archives  
Expert

Research 
Question

Records at the 
New Mexico 
State Records 
Center and 
Archives



Researchers can’t find what they’re 

looking for due to misunderstandings, 

mistakes, and even typos



National 
Archives 
expert

National 
Archives 
Records

Records at  
Universities and  
Library of Congress

Research question 
with totally wrong 
name



Knowledge and experience may be held 

by experts from other institutions 
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Library of Congress 
Expert

Research 
Question
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Research 
Question

Another 
“Citizen Expert” 
Researcher 
Responds

Researcher
Appreciates 
Suggestion
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What are our goals?
★ Facilitate research and connect with new audiences

★ Enable contributions from other institutions, the public and 

from subject matter experts (of all types)

★ Create a knowledge base that continually improves

★ Improve customer service for an audience accustomed to 

immediacy

★ Decrease workload (over time) by increasing transparency



Responding to a changing world
Continue engagement with your 

customer base while you 

telework

★ Removes barriers of physical 

location 

★ Enables remote staff and 

experts to serve the public



Some lessons learned
★ Adapt current work flows to new technologies (which can be a 

challenge)

★ Collaborative work, with less bureaucracy

★ Partnerships between internal offices (NARA records facilities 

nationwide, archival staff, and IT staff) are vital

★ Determine the best division of labor and play to your 

strengths



Growth & Trends
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History Hub Cumulative Use



History Hub Growth in Web Traffic



History Hub Growth in Searches vs. Emails



Growth in Google Search Impressions



Can this work for you?



Security and Privacy
Security

★ The site is on a FedRAMP-certified hosting environment
★ Meets federal security standards

Privacy

★ All posts are moderated and PII is removed
★ Reference staff can use group office accounts to protect their 

own privacy



How to get started
★ MOUs or agreements are not necessary for partner 

institutions
★ Participation is open to anyone
★ “Expert” badge for institutions available upon request
★ We can post your FAQs as questions as a low-risk way to get 

started
★ You can write a blog post to highlight something more 

complicated or information of interest to the public
★ We can work with you to experiment with the platform on a 

short term pilot



Expert 
from the 
Utah 
State 
Archives & 
Records 
Service



Example of 
FAQ

Thousands of 
views, 
answering the 
question 
before it 
comes to us



Blog posts can 
also help make 
information 
available

Almost 80K 
views in less 
than 5 months



FAQ

Blog 
post





Demo of the basics



Navigating History Hub



Site 
Navigation

Ask a 
Question

Log In or 
Register



Recent Blog 
posts 

Most popular 
content

Communities



Recent
Genealogy 
Questions

“Ask a 
Genealogy 
Question” 
shortcut

Featured 
Genealogy 
content



Searching History Hub



Related 
questions 
automatically 
appear

Start typing 
your question



Did this help 
answer your 
question?
Yes | No



Asking a Question



Didn’t find an 
answer?

(Create an 
account first)

Type your 
question

Click the “Ask” 
button



Key details to include in 
a genealogy question

What NOT 
to include 
(No PII!) Add 

relevant 
images 
and links

Use a 
succinct, 
descriptive 
title



Choose a Place to 
post your question
(defaults to 
“Researchers Help”)

All content is 
moderated
• Questions are 

moderated in the 
order they come in.

• Moderation may 
take 1-2 days based 
on volume

• No moderation 
over weekends

• Questions may be 
edited for clarity or 
to remove PII, etc.



Help and Technical Support



Recent  
help topics

Ask a 
Support 
Question 
shortcut

Common 
Help Topics



You can join!
★ Participation is open to anyone

★ Get on the list of partners

★ Submit your FAQs

★ Write a blog post

★ Help answer a new question or 

contribute to an existing question



Join us!

History.gov
historyhub@nara.gov


